Advances in Pulsed-Power-Driven Radiography Systems
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Abstract – Flash x-ray radiography has undergone a transformation in recent years with the resurgence of interest in compact, high intensity pulsed-power-driven electron beam sources. The radiographic requirements and the choice of a consistent x-ray source determine the accelerator parameters, which can be met by demonstrated Induction Voltage Adder technologies. This paper reviews the state of the art and the recent advances which have improved performance by over an order of magnitude in beam brightness and radiographic utility.

1. Introduction

The ability to drive various impedance focused electron beam diode loads with an Induction Voltage Adder (IVA) architecture is a recent area of research in pulsed-power-driven radiography. This application requires the generation of high current (30–100 kA) and high voltage (2–16 MV) electron beams. The different current-voltage operating points are driven by the radiographic needs for dose and spot and require different impedance diodes to span the breadth of requirements. For example, the rod-pinch diode is nominally a 45-Ohm source whereas the paraxial diode is a 200-Ohm source at 8 MV. A flexible accelerator that can efficiently drive either low or high impedance loads is attractive.

Section 2 will describe the focused electron beam diode loads suitable for flash radiography. Section 3 will briefly summarize the Induction Voltage Adder (IVA) accelerator architecture. Section 4 will present recent research on the design of both high and low impedance IVA’s. Critical to the discussion is the operating point of the magnetically insulated vacuum transmission line (MITL), which threads the multiple induction cavities of a single IVA. Because the MITL operating impedance is non-linear and dependent upon the load impedance, it is possible to design flexibility into both the endpoint voltage and/or current of the accelerator either by modifying the dimensions of the MITL or changing the load impedance. Section 5 will present an approach to utilize these MITL operational features to use a single IVA accelerator to drive a variety of radiographic loads. Section 6 will summarize the results and provides suggestions for future improvements.

2. Radiographic Diodes

Pulsed-power-driven flash x-ray radiographic diodes have been used for decades to interrogate the interior mass distributions of dynamic experiments [1, 2]. The wide variety of possible objects requires a suite of radiographic source (driver and diode) capabilities, with metrics of beam brightness (hence resultant x-ray source intensity), focal spot diameter, and ease and reliability of operation. Recent research has improved our understanding of these flash radiographic sources and provided new levels of capability.

For all radiographic diodes considered here the x-ray source is produced by stopping a high-intensity pulsed electron beam in a high-atomic-number bremsstrahlung converter anode, producing a dose
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measured a meter from the source, where $V$ is the applied voltage in megavolts and $\beta_{\perp}$ is the electron beam relativistic velocity component transverse to the radiographic axis. This scaling shows the tradeoff between voltage, current, and beam orientation.

The radiographic diodes are all designed for pulse durations of about 50 ns. Neither pulse shape nor flatness of the peak voltage is critical; a short rise time is desirable to maximize dose within the allowed pulse duration or diode impedance lifetime. For most diode designs, the accelerator “prepulse” that precedes the drive pulse can affect the diode performance duration.

Figure 1 shows a conventional industrial x-ray source where electrons are drawn from a cylindrical cathode inward toward a positively-biased conical anode. These diodes are operated at very high impedance (low current) and the anode deposition heating is kept below melt, allowing reliable multiple-shot operation at correspondingly low x-ray intensities. The radiographic axis is typically orthogonal to the electron orbits, acceptable at low (∼ MV) voltages where the bremsstrahlung output is nearly isotropic. This diode can be designed with electrostatic tools, although use of electrodynamic codes can suggest modifications to significantly improve performance.

Figure 2 shows a high current modification of this diode, called the rod pinch. The electron current is allowed to exceed the critical pinch current.

$$I_{\text{crit}} (\text{kA}) = 17(\gamma^2 - 1)^{3/2} / \ln(R_c / R_a)$$

Electron impact heating creates an anode plasma along the rod length. The released ions enable the electron flow to pinch, insulate and propagate along the rod to form a high intensity focal spot at the end [3, 4]. The rod-pinch diode is easy to assemble and align, reliably providing the smallest spot size (1 to 2 mm) of the high intensity sources to date [5]. The radiographic axis is again orthogonal to the final electron path, similarly restricting this diode to low voltage efficient operation. The rod-pinch is easy to understand in concept but is subtle to optimize and requires sophisticated hybrid (particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo combined with fluid) codes for accurate modeling [6, 7].

Figure 3 shows a negative polarity version of the pinching diode, called the self-pinch. Again the electron heating creates an anode plasma, releasing ions, which enable the formation of a high intensity electron pinch on axis. The electron orbits are now more closely aligned with the radiographic axis, thereby producing significantly more useful dose at multi-megavolt potentials. The pinch is self-generated and can wander, producing a larger time-integrated radiographic spot [8]. The cathode is highly enhanced and the pinching is self-initiated, making this diode very sensitive to prepulse and assembly procedures. Detailed modeling again requires hybrid codes.

Figure 4 shows a negative polarity version of the pinching diode, called the self-pinch. Again the electron heating creates an anode plasma, releasing ions, which enable the formation of a high intensity electron pinch on axis. The electron orbits are now more closely aligned with the radiographic axis, thereby producing significantly more useful dose at multi-megavolt potentials. The pinch is self-generated and can wander, producing a larger time-integrated radiographic spot [8]. The cathode is highly enhanced and the pinching is self-initiated, making this diode very sensitive to prepulse and assembly procedures. Detailed modeling again requires hybrid codes.

A concept, which combines the self-pinch and rod-pinch diodes, is shown in Fig. 4 [7] where computations suggest the self-pinch may stabilize under certain conditions on an extruded axial rod. This concept is now being evaluated experimentally.

Figure 5 shows the paraxial diode, which has been used for thirty years to produce reliable TW/cm² focal spots on a variety of systems from 2 to 10 MV [1].
A cold electron beam is drawn from a spherical cathode and allowed to expand as it accelerates to ground. It passes through an anode foil at an intensity below that required to release ions [9] and enters a gas-filled transport cell. The gas ionizes through a variety of processes and focuses the electron beam onto the converter plane [10]. Electrons travel along the radiographic axis, producing a large useful dose. The vacuum region of the diode may be designed with electrostatic tools, but the gas transport remains difficult to model with today’s computational codes. The focusing mechanism is chromatic and time dependent, due to net current evolution in the transport region, leading to a varying focal length and a larger, although very reliable, time-integrated radiographic spot. Investigations are underway to replace the gas fill with a pre-formed plasma to minimize net currents and beam sweeping and create a higher intensity reliable x-ray source.

Figure 6 shows a magnetically immersed radiographic source where the electron beam is emitted from a small cathode needle and transported to the anode converter in a strong solenoidal applied magnetic field [11].

The current is limited by the electron beam (radius \( r_b \)) space charge within the cylindrical anode (radius \( R_w \)) to be

\[
I_{\text{beam}} = \frac{17 \text{kA}}{1 - \frac{Z_0}{n_e}} \left[ 1 + \frac{V}{511 \text{kV}} \right] \left( 1 + 2 \ln \left( \frac{R_w}{r_b} \right) \right).
\]

This source has demonstrated few-mm-diameter radiographic spots from 3 to 9 MV, operating at 10 TW/cm², and is under continued development to reduce the spot size while maintaining impedance stability. The electron beam is aligned with the radiographic axis, efficiently producing usable dose. Investigations of plasma formation and evolution, and approaches to control ion production are underway. The pulsed electromagnet increases the complication of using this source for radiographic applications compared to the alternatives described above, but offers a further control on performance stability at high voltages.

These radiographic diodes may be characterized by their impedance and radiation producing capabilities. Fig. 7 shows diode scaling relationships and the accelerators used to test them. Note the significant variation among radiographic diode impedances, compounded by the requirement to drive these devices with cathode conduction current from the high voltage vacuum feed (described below).

3. Induction Voltage Adder systems

Induction Voltage Adder accelerators were developed to exchange the difficulty of high voltage pulse formation and switching with the complexity of adding multiple synchronous lower-voltage modules [12–15]. The Radiographic Integrated Test Stand (RITS) (Fig. 8) at Sandia National Laboratories provides a worked example of an Induction Voltage Adder (IVA) accelerator. A 3-MV Marx generator pulse charges a water-dielectric coaxial capacitor in 800 ns, which is command-switched to pulse charge three 8-Ohm water coaxial pulse forming lines (PFLs) in about 200 ns. Each PFL charges as a capacitor but discharges as a transmission line, generating a double-transit duration square output pulse. Two successive stages of switched PFLs sharpen this pulse to a 10-ns rise time and reduce the series-capacitance prepulse to about a kilovolt. Each pulse compression line feeds an induction cavity (Fig. 8c) where current flow along the ground-side path is inhibited by use of a saturable
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ferromagnetic for the pulse duration. The cavities are threaded by a central vacuum coax – effectively linking the pulse compression lines as parallel primaries to a common secondary in a transformer. The voltage appearing on this vacuum output transmission line is a wave phenomena, as the center conductor is cantilevered off ground while a multi-megavolt potential is applied to the load end.

4. Operating Points in IVAs

The vacuum coax transmission line, which threads the induction cavities, supports the current and voltage, which ultimately drives the load. The physical understanding of magnetically insulated lines has been an active area of research for well over three decades [16, 17]. In a MITL the cathode electric field exceeds the threshold for electron emission (~200 kV/cm). The transverse magnetic field generated by the current flowing in the conductors is sufficient to keep the electrons from crossing the A-K gap (i.e. the electron flow is insulated) and power can be delivered efficiently to the load. The presence of electron flow causes the MITL operating impedance to be a non-linear function of the voltage and vacuum impedance, usually close to the minimum current condition for one dimensional laminar flow theory (Fig. 9) [16, 18].

It is important to note that, unlike a conventional transmission line where a miss-matched load induces a linear transformation in load voltage and current, a MITL will shed any excess current from an over-matched load with no voltage gain. A MITL responds to an undermatched load in a non-linear manner (discussed below). Since each cell adds voltage to the MITL stalk, the operating impedance increases along the adder. Accelerators are conventionally designed by choosing the desired output voltage and impedance, then dividing each by the number of induction cavities to obtain the cell voltage and matched increment in MITL impedance. The MITL geometry is then obtained by applying the model of Fig. 9.

RITS is an example of such a design. The increment in operating impedance per cell is 8.5 Ohms. At the matched 26 Ohm load output level the operating parameters 4 MV and 155 kA [19]. The vacuum electron current fraction increases with voltage, about half the total for RITS. This matched configuration provides the largest output power, but does not optimize the radiographic load parameters, as only the cathode current is used by high intensity diodes.

To optimize the load parameters, a different approach has been undertaken. A mismatched MITL was developed raising the impedance step from 8.5 Ohms to 14.25 Ohms, thereby increasing the 1.4 MV cell voltage to 1.75 MV to create a matched 5.25 MV, 120 kA output pulse. The corresponding vacuum and cathode currents are 65 kA and 55 kA respectively. This higher impedance MITL was then undermatched by the unchanged diode load impedance, creating a retrapping wave which converts a significant portion of the vacuum flow electron current to cathode current. The distribution of current between the vacuum electron flow and the cathode conduction behind the retrapping wave is obtained from one dimensional laminar flow theory (Fig. 10).

The vacuum electron current is seen to be retrapped with only a minimal decrease in load voltage.
For example, a 40 Ohm load produces a re-trapping wave in which the voltage is 5 MV, the vacuum electron current is 43 kA, and the boundary current is 84 kA. The useful cathode current is thus increased by 45% with only a 5% decrease in voltage. Comparing to the original MITL, a 30 Ohm load replicates the earlier 4 MV potential but with 120 kA of cathode current, a 60% increase in the useful radiographic power at the same voltage from the same accelerator. This analysis has been validated by both particle-in-cell simulations and experimental measurements (Fig. 11) [20, 21].

This design approach miss-matching the IVA to the MITL to the diode load offers a new perspective and opportunities to create more flexible and efficient radiographic source accelerators.

5. Flexible Driver Operation

The ability to accurately predict the operating parameters of a miss-matched induction adder, MITL, and load enables the design of a flexible accelerator capable of driving a variety of diode loads. This is important both in the research phase of radiographic x-ray source investigations and possibly later in the deployment of a single system capable of providing a variety of radiation environments. The radiographic diode loads are designed to meet different voltage, dose, and spot size requirements, and represent a diverse suite of load impedances. The conventional approach has been to discard the MITL vacuum electron flow and design the accelerator cathode conduction current and voltage to match a particular diode. The recent advances discussed above show that this electron flow can be re-captured and converted to useful cathode conduction current, suggesting a different approach, which better utilizes the accelerator power pulse.

Figure 12 traces the retraoping load line for a hypothetical ten-cavity IVA accelerator, again in the context of the different diode requirements. For the following discussion the accelerator is assumed to be operated at identical full power configuration, irrespective of the load terminating the MITL. A very high impedance load such as the paraxial will absorb the 35 kA it is capable of reliably focusing. This is an overmatch to the accelerator, so the voltage will be 15 MV and the excess current will be shunted by the MITL before the diode inductance.

A magnetically immersed diode at 200 Ohms will slightly undermatch the output MITL, pulling down the voltage to 14.5 MV but coupling half the initial sheath flow into useful cathode conduction current launched into the focused electron beam. A pinched diode at 50 Ohms will severely reduce the voltage to 9 MV, but will focus 165 kA into a radiographic source spot. The different voltages, currents, and beam temperatures for these three diodes all scale to produce in excess of 1000 rads measured a meter from the source. Clearly the IVA accelerator may be operated at reduced Marx charge with slight modifications to the various switch settings to obtain a similar shaped load line shifted left from the one shown. This creates a broad operating space (shaded region) for possible diode research and applications, all within a single IVA accelerator instead of the conventional need for several drivers at different operating points.

6. Conclusions

The ability to drive various impedance focused electron beam diode loads with a single Induction
Voltage Adder accelerator adds to the versatility of this technology. As advances in high brightness electron beam sources continue, an integrated parallel effort is underway to develop ever more compact and inexpensive IVA drivers and to provide flexible and adaptive infrastructures for the breadth of flash radiographic x-ray source needs.
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